About US

MobilDrTech, Inc.

MobilDrTech is an authorized Value Added Reseller for many telemedicine industry device manufacturers. Devices sold include stethoscopes, otoscopes, dermatoscopes, general examination cameras, mobile carts and a variety of other telemedicine components and devices.
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Sugar Land, TX 77478
+1-281-340-2013
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support@mobildrtech.com
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Telemedicine Stethoscopes

PCP-USB

This telemedicine stethoscope with patented piezo sensor technology incorporates a USB plug-and-play computer connection and a chest piece with embedded amplifier, analog-to-digital converter (ADC), encoder and USB interface. All audio handling is built into the stethoscope and is not dependent on the audio circuitry of the computer, insuring consistent, high quality auscultations across all locations.

Add Features with PCP-SSP Software

- Frequency Filters for Various Heart and Lung Sounds
- Auto Mute Room Mic when Stethoscope is On
- Loopback for Local Listening at Patient Site
- Software Integrates into Audio Channel of Video Platform
- One Time License Fee Per Stethoscope – No Recurring
- No Physician Side Installation Necessary
- FDA 510(k) – CE – ISO 13485